Got Dangerous Curves?

Add-On Brite-Max Post Reflectors for enhanced safety and visibility!

Chevron Adjustable Bracket System

Add visibility to high risk areas with a safe and low cost solution.

SAVINGS COMPARISON:
Install Chevron Adjustable Bracket Systems on up to TEN (10) dangerous curves for less than 1% of the cost of paying a road contractor to straighten and improve only ONE (1) dangerous curve! Clearly the smarter use of precious roadway funds!

We recommend using 3M Fluorescent Yellow VIP or DG1 Diamond Grade for Chevron Signs

Ask us about more cost saving solutions for 4-way stops, pedestrian crossings, school crossings, and more!

Item # | Description
---|---
RPBCA82 | Chevron Adjustable Bracket Fits 12x18, 18x24 & 24x30 Chevrons
RPBCA83 | Chevron Adjustable Bracket Fits 24x30 & 30x36 Chevrons
S1824W18X(A) | 18" x 24" Chevron Sign
S2430W18X(A) | 24" x 30" Chevron Sign
ROCG123 | 12FT • 3LB Galvanized U-Channel Post
RHBS1625C | 5/16" x 2 1/2" Zinc Carriage Bolt
RHWS16NYLON | 5/16" Nylon Washer
RHN516VPA | 5/16" Breakaway Vandal Proof Nut
BA080(W)(X)(XX)0336BM | 3" x 36" Brite-Max Reflector
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